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Simulated Performance of Reactor Configurations for HotWater Pretreatment of Sugarcane Bagasse
Vronique Archambault-Lger,[a, b] Xiongjun Shao,[a, b] and Lee R. Lynd*[a, b, c]
During the pretreatment of cellulosic biomass for subsequent
microbial or enzymatic processing, the fiber reactivity typically
increases with increasing severity but so does sugar degradation. Experimental results with sugarcane bagasse show that
this tradeoff can be mitigated substantially by pretreatment in
a flow-through (FT) mode. A model that incorporates both kinetics and mass transfer was developed to simulate the performance of pretreatment in plug flow, counter-current flow,

cross flow, discrete counter-current and partial FT configurations. The simulated results compare well to the literature for
bagasse pretreated in both batch and FT configurations. A variety of FT configurations result in sugar degradation that is very
low (1–5 %) and 5–20-fold less than a conventional plug flow
configuration. The performance exhibits strong sensitivity to
the extent of hemicellulose solubilization, particularly for a conventional plug flow configuration.

Introduction
The production of fuel from lignocellulosic biomass is of interest in the context of the development of a sustainable global
energy system.[1] The main obstacle that impedes the production of cost-competitive cellulosic biofuels is the high cost of
the conversion of cellulosic feedstocks to reactive intermediates, termed biomass recalcitrance. In the case of the biological
conversion of cellulosic biomass to sugars, recalcitrance results
from the incomplete accessibility of attack by microbes and
their saccharolytic enzymes because of structural features, heterogeneous composition, and chemical linkages between the
components.[2]
In the biomass conversion field, “pretreatment” refers to the
process that converts cellulosic biomass into a form amenable
to biological attack. Various pretreatment approaches allow
subsequent enzymatic hydrolysis yields of 90 % or more,
whereas low yields have been observed widely in the absence
of pretreatment.[3] Pretreatment processes examined in the literature include exposure to acid or alkali, ammonia, lime, organic solvents, ionic liquids, steam explosion, and water, generally at elevated temperature and pressure.[3, 4] Pretreatment
has multiple objectives that are challenging to achieve at
once. In particular, high cellulose reactivity is fostered by reaction at high temperature and long reaction times, yet such
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conditions result commonly in the degradation of sugars and
the production of fermentation inhibitors from hemicellulose.
Solubilized sugars have less time to degrade if a flowthrough (FT) configuration is used as the liquid is removed
from the reactor. In addition, recondensation of solubilized
lignin and hemicellulose on cellulose fibers upon cooling
occurs to a lesser extent in an FT configuration compared to
configurations without FT.[5] Consistent with this understanding, FT pretreatment typically achieves higher solids reactivity,
higher hemicellulose removal, less sugar degradation, and substantially higher removal of lignin compared to pretreatment
in non-FT configurations at the same temperature and residence time.[3–5] Previous studies have found that the mass ratio
of liquid to solids,[6] particle size,[7] and flow velocity[8] have an
impact on pretreatment performance, however, the impact of
dilution may not be significant below a solids concentration of
10 w/v %.
Many kinetic models have been reported that describe the
kinetics of pretreatment using hot water[9] or dilute acid.[10]
Most of these considered the reactions involved in hemicellulose hydrolysis and degradation. For hydrothermal pretreatment, it has been shown that hemicellulose is solubilized to
oligomers that form degradation products directly with monomeric sugars only produced at low levels.[9b, 11] The effect of
mass transfer has been studied in both batch and FT reactors.[12] Cross flow has also been considered in an annular reactor.[13]
The operation of FT configurations in a practical context is
challenging because the higher water usage compared to nonFT configuration dilutes the sugar streams and increases
energy consumption.[14] Several configurations have been proposed and investigated to address these concerns, which include recirculation flow, partial flow, and counter-current flow.
Recirculation controls the dilution and energy consumption
but fails to realize many of the benefits of other FT configuraChemSusChem 0000, 00, 1 – 8
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tions.[14] Partial flow was shown to increase sugar and lignin removal and to yield more reactive fibers compared to batch operation.[15] Modeling suggests that counter-current flow could
produce a higher concentration of solubilized sugar and less
sugar degradation as compared to more conventional configurations.[9a]
Although continuous counter-current flow operation is
common in the wood pulp and paper industry[16] and has been
reported for wheat straw pretreatment at a pilot scale,[17] the
operation of continuous full reactor FT pretreatment at scale is
challenging[18] in general and in particular for sugarcane bagasse. The mechanical properties of bagasse cause channeling,
compacting, and a very high resistance to flow.[19] Therefore,
partial flow, which combines FT and non-FT reactor sections,[15]
may be a more practical configuration. Partial flow has the potential to be studied further, and optimization of the pretreatment configuration combinations may realize the advantages
of FT and minimize sugar dilution and energy consumption.
The evaluation of a variety of reactor configurations within
a common framework that includes both kinetics and mass
transfer has not been reported previously.
In the present study, we develop a kinetic and mass transfer
model to predict hemicellulose solubilization and degradation
for sugarcane bagasse in batch and FT configurations and use
this model to investigate hemicellulose profiles and solid fibers
reactivity for several reactor configurations.

Figure 1. Glucan conversion (triangles) and hemicellulose recovery (circles)
as a function of severity for different pretreatment configurations for sugarcane bagasse. Open symbols and dotted lines: batch. Closed symbols and
solid lines: FT. The error bars show the standard deviation of duplicate measurements.

Figure 3. Kinetic equations for a) models 1 and 3 (reaction only), b) models 2
and 4 (reaction and mass transfer), c) model 5 (reaction and mass transfer
model with degradation within pores), and d) cross flow configuration.
Figure 2. Glucan conversion after 96 h of enzymatic hydrolysis against XMG
removal after FT- and batch-pretreated bagasse.
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Results and Discussion
Batch and FT pretreatment comparison
Pretreatment has multiple objectives that are challenging to
achieve at once. In particular, high cellulose reactivity is fostered by reaction at high temperature and long reaction times,
yet such conditions commonly result in the degradation of
sugars and production of fermentation inhibitors. To assess cellulose reactivity, simultaneous saccharification and fermentation (SSF) with a protein loading of 10 FPU gglucan1
(6 mgprotein gglucan1) and an initial substrate concentration of
20 gglucan L1 was performed following a method described previously[20] on pretreated bagasse. FT pretreatment of sugarcane
bagasse has the potential to achieve both high cellulose reactivity and low hemicellulose degradation under one set of reaction conditions (Figure 1). Severity (Ro) is defined as shown
in Equation (1):[21]
Ro ¼ t  exp½ðT100Þ=14:75Þ

ð1Þ

in which t is the time of reaction [min] and T is the temperature of the reaction [8C]. Conditions severe enough to enable
90 % glucan conversion during enzymatic hydrolysis decrease
the cumulative recovery of xylan, mannan, and galactan (XMG)
to  50 % for batch pretreatment, whereas XMG recovery is
 85 % for FT pretreatment.
High enzymatic hydrolysis is fostered by greater than  90–
95 % XMG removal for both batch and FT pretreatments
(Figure 2). Yang and Wyman[22]
showed a similar linear trend between glucan conversion after
enzymatic hydrolysis and hemicellulose removal with corn
stover.

acted to form degradation products. Both models were studied
with the hemicellulose kinetic parameter constant (k1,
Models 1 and 2) and conversion-dependent (k1(x) = (1x)m,
Models 3 and 4), which was suggested by Shao and Lynd.[9a]
Model 5 considers degradation within the pores of the solids
as well as in the bulk solution as described in Figure 3 c. To
model a cross flow configuration, additional terms that describe the accumulation of oligomers (Obulk,ss) and degradation
products (DPss) were added. The side stream accumulation
term is also subtracted from the axial partial differential equations. An example of these additional terms using Model 2 is
shown in Figure 3 d.
Data fitting
Models 1–5 described in the previous section were fitted to
bagasse batch and FT pretreatment data (Figure 4). The batch
data were taken from Jacobsen’s work,[12b] and the FT pretreatment data were collected for the present study using methods
described previously.[20] Model 5 considers oligomer degradation within the pores and led to a negative value of the additional kinetic parameter k3. This model was rejected as the
degradation reaction is irreversible and a negative k3 is not
physically meaningful. Model 2, which incorporates reactions
and mass transfer, provides the best fit for both batch and FT
data and predicts both batch and FT experimental data well
with an adjusted coefficient of determination of 0.90 and 0.93,
respectively (Table 1). This model was thus chosen to investigate several configurations.

Model development
Five types of kinetic models
were fitted to experimental data
by using Berkeley Madonna software for sugarcane bagasse and
compared. Model 1, illustrated in
Figure 3 a along with its partial
differential equations, consists of
a series of two first-order kinetic
reactions in which hemicellulose
(H) is hydrolyzed to oligomers
(O) and reacted directly to degradation products (DP). Model 2
(Figure 3 b) was proposed by
Brennan[12a] and incorporates
mass transfer. The soluble hemicellulose is first contained in the
pores (Opores) of the solid fibers
before it is transported to the
bulk solution (Obulk) and then re-

Figure 4. Bagasse data parameter fitting: a) batch 10 % solids, b) batch 3 % solids, c) batch 0.5 % solids,[12b] and
d) FT (30 mL min1).
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Table 1. Adjusted R2 for Models 1–4 fitted to batch and FT pretreatment
data.
Model Parameter

Adjusted R2
batch data FT data

1
2
3
4

0.82
0.90
0.77
0.86

reaction only, constant k1
reaction and mass transfer, constant k1
reaction only, conversion-dependent k1(x)
reaction and mass transfer, conversion-dependent k1(x)

0.89
0.93
0.84
0.81

Configurations evaluated
We examined the performance of several configurations for
the continuous processing of biomass that combine FT and
non-FT sections. The configurations studied were a) plug flow,
b) counter-current flow (CC), c) discrete counter-current,
d) cross flow, e) sequential plug and cross flow (SPC), f) sequential plug and counter-current flow (SPCC), and g) sequential
plug and co-current flow (SPCo; Figure 5).
Configuration optimization
Configurations a)–g) were modeled by using matlab with
a temperature gradient from the solids inlet to the solids
outlet. The temperature gradient and the solids residence time
were optimized for each configuration studied to obtain the
highest possible fraction of initial hemicellulose recovered in
the liquid. All configurations were constrained to 1) remove
90.0  0.05 and 95.0  0.05 % hemicellulose from the solids to
provide highly digestible fibers and 2) give an overall mass
ratio of liquid to solids (Rl/s) of 6.0  0.1, which is relevant in
a practical context.[23] If we assume a bagasse density of
1500 kg m3,[24] the reactor void volume was 0.9. In partial FT
configurations, the void volume in non-flow regions was
 0.85–0.87 to ensure the absence of flow in those regions. A
cross flow configuration achieves a very high recovery of hemicellulose in the liquid and very little hemicellulose degradation
at the expense of high dilution. As Rl/s could not be kept as
low as 6, complete cross flow optimization is not reported
here.
If 90 % of the hemicellulose was removed from the solids,
68–78 % was recovered in the liquid phase for plug flow. The
hemicellulose recovery was maximized with a temperature gradient of 135–180 8C and a solids residence time of 59 min. The
residence time can be reduced to  25 min with a 5 % loss in
hemicellulose recovered in the liquid phase by increasing the
temperature to 200 8C (Figure 6 a). If the optimization is constrained to 95 % hemicellulose removal, the hemicellulose degradation increases drastically because the additional 5 % removal occurs at the end of the reactor at which the solubilized
compounds are already concentrated. The response surface in
this situation is flat ( 1 %), and the high temperatures (210–
225 8C) required to remove 95 % of the hemicellulose from the
solids result in 47–49 % hemicellulose degradation. This is consistent with the results shown in Figure 1, which indicates that
conditions sufficient to yield highly digestible fibers result in
 2014 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Figure 5. Reactor configurations of interest: a) plug flow, b) counter-current
(CC), c) discrete counter-current, d) cross flow, e) sequential plug and cross
flow (SPC), f) sequential plug and counter-current flow (SPCC), and g) sequential plug and co-current flow (SPCo).

 50 % XMG degradation. Although 95 % hemicellulose removal may give more digestible fibers than 90 % removal, it is not
desirable to achieve this additional removal by using plug flow
because of the 25–37 % increase in sugar degradation.
For CC, the hemicellulose recovered in the liquid phase if
90 % is removed from the solids varied between 84 and 88 %
and was maximized with a temperature gradient of 135–180 8C
and a liquid residence time of 59 min. The residence time can
be reduced to  25 min with less than 2 % loss in hemicellulose recovered in the liquid phase by increasing the temperature to 205 8C (Figure 6 b). The upper right corner of Figure 6 a
is not relevant because the high temperature and long resiChemSusChem 0000, 00, 1 – 8
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dence time and increase of the
temperature has only a small
penalty (Figure 6).
The performance of two- and
three-stage discrete counter-current configurations lay between
that of FT and non-FT configurations. The dewatering units
cannot remove all the water in
the reactor and it was assumed,
based on diffuser dewatering capacities, that they could dewater
bagasse down to 50 % moisture.
The optimal condition for two
stages and 90 % removal gave
81.7 % hemicellulose recovery
and 8.3 % degradation. Three
stages improved these values by
less than 1 %. If the optimization
was constrained to 95 % hemicellulose removal, hemicellulose
degradation increased by 4 %,
whereas the hemicellulose recovery in the liquid increased by
only 1 %. In addition to the kinetic model that indicates the
lower performance of discrete
counter-current
configuration
than FT configurations, dewatering units are very expensive.
Thus the discrete counter-current configuration is not considered to be a promising option.
Figure 6. Percentage of initial hemicellulose recovered in the liquid phase as a function of solids residence time
The percentage of initial hemiand temperature if 90 % of the hemicellulose is removed from the solids. a) Plug flow, b) Cc, c) SPC, d) SPCC,
cellulose recovered in the liquid
e) SPCo, and f) discrete cc (two stages).
and degraded for plug flow, CC,
discrete counter-current, SPC,
SPCC, and SPCo configurations under the optimized conditions
dence time would require a temperature at the solids entrance
are summarized in Table 2. Up to 87.4–92.5 % of the initial
of less than 100 8C, below which the pretreatment reaction is
hemicellulose is recovered in the liquid phase for flow configunegligible and the model cannot predict results reliably. If the
rations compared with 46.9–78.1 % for the plug flow configuraoptimization was constrained to 95 % hemicellulose removal,
tion. Clearly, flow configurations can provide higher sugar rehemicellulose degradation increased by less than 1 %, whereas
covery than plug flow under conditions that give highly reacthe hemicellulose recovery in the liquid increases by more
than 4 % because the additional
5 % removal occurs at the end of
the reactor at which new water
Table 2. Comparison of maximum oligomer yield and associated degradation yield for plug-flow, counter-curenters at the highest temperarent, and partial-flow configurations for 90 % and > 95 % hemicellulose removal.
ture in the reactor. The FT data
Configuration
Initial hemicellulose reInitial hemicellulose
shown in Figure 4 d agree with
covered in liquid [%]
degraded [%]
these predictions and give
90 %
> 95 %
90 %
> 95 %
 90 % oligomer yield after
plug flow
78.1 <
> 46.9
11.6 <
> 48.1
10 min at 220 8C. Similar to CC,
counter-current (CC)
87.8 <
> 92.4
2.0 <
> 2.6
the hemicellulose recovery for
discrete counter-current (two stages)
81.7 <
> 82.5
8.3 <
> 12.5
SPC, SPCC, and SPCo configuradiscrete counter-current (three stages)
82.4 <
> 83.1
7.6 <
> 12.0
partial flow: sequential plug and cross flow (SPC)
87.4 <
> 90.5
2.5 <
> 4.5
tions is maximized at a high resipartial
flow:
sequential
plug
and
counter-current
flow
(SPCC)
87.7
<
>
92.3
1.6
<
> 2.7
dence time and low temperapartial flow: sequential plug and co-current flow (SPCo)
87.9 <
> 91.3
2.1 <
> 3.6
ture, but a decrease of the resi 2014 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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tive fibers. All flow configurations studied can be optimized
to give 1.6–4.5 % hemicellulose
degradation. These results suggest several flow-type options
for a high-performance pretreatment reactor. The most practical
option should be chosen based
on factors not considered in the
current kinetic study, which include mechanical feasibility,
sugar dilution, and energy consumption.

Analysis of configurations of
interest
Hemicellulose recovery and degradation profiles as a function of
the fractional progress of the
liquid in the reactor (Z) for plug
flow, CC, and partial FT configurations that use the optimized
conditions described in the previous section and 90 % hemicellulose removal are presented in
Figure 7. SPC removes the oligomers where they are most concentrated to result in 87.4 % of
initial hemicellulose recovered
in the liquid and 2.5 % hemicellulose degradation (Figure 7 a).
SPCC achieves 87.7 % hemicellulose recovery in the liquid and
1.6 % hemicellulose degradation
(Figure 7 b).
SPCo
achieves
87.9 % hemicellulose recovery in
the liquid and 2.1 % hemicellulose degradation (Figure 7 c).

Conclusions

Figure 7. Yield of solubilized hemicellulose (left) and degradation products (right) against the fractional progress
of the liquid (Z) in the reactor using reaction and mass transfer model for plug flow counter-current and a) sequential plug and cross flow (SPC), b) sequential plug and counter-current (SPCC) flow, and c) Sequential plug and
co-current (SPCo) flow.

A kinetic and mass transfer
model was developed that predicted both batch and flowthrough (FT) experimental data well. Under reaction conditions
that give high enzymatic hydrolysis, 87.4–92.5 % of the initial
hemicellulose is recovered in the liquid phase for flow configurations compared with 46.9–78.1 % for the plug flow configuration. Flow configurations result in 1–5 % hemicellulose degradation, a 5–20-fold reduction compared to plug flow. Partial FT
pretreatment that incorporates plug flow and flow regions
could provide highly digestible solid fibers and high sugar recovery under one set of reaction conditions, be more mechanically practical than complete counter-current flow, and help to
address sugar dilution and energy consumption challenges.
 2014 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Glossary
A
CC
DP
DPaxial
DPss
FT
H
k1

Specific surface area of the solid particles
[dm g1]
Counter-current flow
Flow rate of degradation products [g min1]
Axial flow rate of degradation products
[g min1]
Accumulation of degradation products in side
stream [g min1]
Flow-through
Flow rate of hemicellulose [g min1]
Kinetic parameter of hemicellulose [min1]
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k2
kc
O
Opores
Obulk
Opores,axObulk,axial
Obulk,ss
Rl/s
SPC
SPCC
SPCo
t
u
U
v
Vss
V
Z

Kinetic parameter of oligomers [min1]
Mass transfer coefficient [dm min1]
Flow rate of oligomers [g min1]
Flow rate of oligomers not yet solubilized
[g min1]
Flow rate of oligomers solubilized in the bulk
solution [g min1]
Axial flow rate of oligomers not yet solubilized
[g min1]
Axial flow rate of oligomers solubilized in the
bulk solution [g min1]
Accumulation of oligomers in side stream
[g min1]
Overall mass ratio of liquid to solids
Sequential plug-and-cross flow configuration
Sequential plug-and-counter-current flow
Sequential plug-and-co-current flow
Time [min]
Liquid velocity [dm min1]
Volume flow rate of the liquid [L min1]
Velocity of Solids [dm min1]
Volume flow rate of side stream [L min1]
Volume flow rate of solids [L min1]
Fractional progress of the liquid in the reactor
[dm]
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Bagasse bonus: The production of fuel
from lignocellulosic biomass is of interest to develop a sustainable global
energy system. Sugarcane residues such
as bagasse are a particularly promising
feedstock, but bagasse requires pretreatment. Simulated results show that
a variety of promising flow-through pretreatment configurations result in very
low sugar degradation and very high
fiber digestibility for subsequent microbial or enzymatic processing to biofuel.
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